Fluid Structure and Motion Analysis from Multi-spectrum 2D Cloud
Image Sequences
Abstract

In this paper we present a novel approach to estimate and analyze 3D uid structure and motion of
clouds from multi-spectrum 2D cloud image sequences.
Accurate cloud-top structure and motion are very important for a host of meteorological and climate applications. However, due to the extremely complex nature
of cloud uid motion, classical nonrigid motion analysis methods will be insucient to solve this particular
problem. In this paper, two spectra of satellite cloud
images are utilized. The high-resolution visible channel is rst used to perform cloud tracking by using a
recursive algorithm which integrates local motion analysis with a set of global uid constraints which is dened according to the physical uid dynamics. Then,
the infrared channel (thermodynamic information) is
incorporated to postprocess the cloud tracking results
in order to capture the cloud density variations and
small details of cloud uidity. Experimental results
on GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite) cloud image sequences are presented in order to validate and evaluate both the e ectiveness and
robustness of our algorithm.

1 Introduction

The development of a robust automatic method
of estimating cloud-top heights (structure) and winds
(motion) from a sequence of meteorological satellite
images is highly valuable. Accurate cloud heights
and winds are very important for a number of meteorological and climate applications [6], such as cloud
model veri cation [7], cloud-wind height assignment
[13], and convective intensity estimation [19]. In particular, these information will enable us to obtain a
better understanding of the structure and dynamics
of hurricanes and severe thunderstorms. However, automatic analysis of cloud structure and motion is a
very dicult problem due to the underlying non-linear
phenomena of cloud formation and the extremely complex nature of cloud uid motion. Classical nonrigid
motion analysis algorithms usually assume local continuity and deal with shape changes of continuous surfaces. These algorithms will be insucient in the case

of uid motion because there is usually no continuity
constraint among neighboring elements which are free
to move according to the underlying uid dynamics.
Some computational methods have been proposed to
estimate uid motion in recent years. However, most
of them so far aimed at locating singular (or critical)
points [18] [4] [14] [20], extracting vortex structures
[21] [9], or estimating 2D uid velocity elds [3] [12]
in di erent image sequences such as meteorology images, oceanography images, and angiography images.
Almost no work has been conducted to estimate both
uid structure and motion at the same time from 2D
image sequences.
In particular, for the cloud tracking application, automatic cloud motion analysis under nonrigid deformations has been developed by Kambhamettu et al.
[11] [10], Palaniappan et al. [16] [15], and Hasler et
al. [8]. Kambhamettu et al. [11] used a continuous
motion model, where individual cloud elements are assumed to undergo locally continuous deformation (i.e.
the cloud surface patch can be smoothly stretched
with local elements maintaining their neighborhood
relationships) while Palaniappan et al. [16] [15] used
a semi- uid model which allows cloud surface patches
to merge, split or cross over. However, their methods
were based on 3D analysis because the changes in differential geometric properties of 3D cloud surface were
utilized to perform cloud tracking. The 3D cloud data
were obtained from stereo analysis, and/or approximating 2D intensity images for depth information.
Authors in [1] estimated both the structure and 3D
motion of hurricanes from a sequence of 2D satellite
images. In their approach, ane motion model tting
within small cloud areas was rst performed locally
to get rough initial results, then global smoothing was
applied to obtain hurricane top heights and motion. A
structure and nonrigid motion analysis system, SMAS,
was also implemented. However, due to the lack of a
global dynamic description of the hurricane's uid motion, their method su ered from the overconstrained
smoothness assumption and had larger errors in the
areas of hurricane eye and hurricane edge.
In this paper, we extend the work in [1] by exploit-

ing the uid dynamics of cloud motion in order to relax
the smoothness constraints. Two spectra of satellite
cloud images are utilized. The high-resolution visible channel (10 bits) is rst used to perform cloud
tracking by using a recursive algorithm which integrates local motion analysis with a set of global uid
constraints, de ned according to the physical uid dynamics. Then, the infrared channel (thermodynamic
information) is incorporated to postprocess the cloud
tracking results in order to capture the cloud density
variations and small details of cloud uidity. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
brie y review the local cloud tracking in [1] based on
the visible channel of cloud images. In Section 3, a
set of global uid constraints is de ned according the
underlying uid dynamics and a recursive algorithm
is devised to integrate the local cloud motion analysis
and the global uid constraints. Section 4 presents a
postprocessing process by incorporating the thermodynamic information from the IR (infrared) channel.
This stage captures the cloud density variations and
small details of cloud uidity. Experimental results on
GOES cloud image sequences are reported in Section
5. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented
in Section 6.

2 Local Cloud Tracking

Cloud motion is a special case of uid motion and
consists of very complex motion dynamics. In order
to obtain accurate cloud-top structure and motion, especially to capture small uid details, local tracking
techniques are necessary. Authors in [1] segmented the
clouds evenly into many small areas and performed local motion model tting within each area. Essentially,
this local technique assumed that each small region
is undergoing similar motion according to the same
nonrigid motion model when the area is small enough
(e.g. 3  3 pixels).
Ane motion model was chosen as the local cloud
motion model in [1]. It was pointed out that although
the ane transformation can only model continuous
deformations, it is a good approximation for small local cloud motion1 . In this paper, we derive the relationship between ane motion model and uid dynamics in order to present ane's physical meaning
for cloud uid motion, presented in Appendix A.
Let us now brie y review the formulation of local
cloud tracking with ane motion model in [1]. With
1 Actually, if the segmented areas are very small, they can

be treated as localized particles whose motion may violate the
continuity assumption according to the uid dynamics. For the
motion within the localized particles, tracked by local analysis,
we can assume that the continuity is preserved [16].

the ane motion model, we have

Pi+1 = Mi Pi + Di ;

(1)

where Pi (xi ; yi ; z i ) is a point in the frame i, Mi is an
ane transformation matrix and Di is a translation
vector,
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For cloud images, it can be assumed that the motion between successive frames is under the same motion model because it was experimentally found that
a small cloud region moves smoothly [16], i.e.
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However, since the time gaps between successive cloud
images may not be constant, an additional scaling factor i is incorporated in order to compensate for possible temporal deviations,

Pi+1 = i (MPi + D):

(4)

Eq. 4 represents the constraint equation for tracking a
point across a sequence of images using ane motion
model.
Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least-square
method is utilized to solve Eq. 4. Image registration
techniques (cross-correlation or optic ow) are rst
used to nd three 2D correspondence candidates
for each data points. Then, an EOF (error-of- t)
function can be de ned by the sum of the minimal
distance between the 2D correspondence candidates
and the orthographic projection2 of the hypothesized
point obtained by Eq. 4:
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2 We can consider cloud images as orthographic projections
since the distance between the satellite and clouds is very high
(approximately 30,000 Kilometers).

Ci;j k are the three 2D correspondence candidates for
point Pi;j and Rort is the orthographic projection matrix,
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The use of multiple correspondence candidates actually gives more exibility to the minimization process in order to track the highly complex and dynamic
cloud motion. Also, since the GOES satellite cloud
images have a stereo occurrence every 15 minutes, the
depth unknown in the rst frame can be eliminated by
xing them to the available stereo disparities. Please
see [1] for more details.

3 Global Fluid Constraints

Since the local optimization scheme performs cloud
tracking within each small area independently, it suffers from discontinuities across borders, as the recovered structure and motion may change a lot from one
small area to the other. Also, with the absence of
a global description of the cloud uid motion, there
may be heavy over- tting involved in the local motion model optimization. Hence, some appropriate
global constraints are necessary in order to limit possible nonrigid behaviors and regularize the locallyrecovered cloud motion and structure. In this paper,
a set of global uid constraints is de ned according to
the physical uid dynamics.

3.1 Fluid Velocity Field Function

An important assumption of uid velocity eld is
that the uid velocity components can be represented
by a Taylor series expansions as

vt(P) = (vtx(P); vty (P); vtz (P))T ;

(8)

where
vtx (P) = u0 + u1 x + u2 y + u3 z + u4 x2 + u5 y 2 + u6 z 2 +
u7 xy + u8 xz + u9 yz +    ;

vty (P) = v0 + v1 x + v2 y + v3 z + v4 x2 + v5 y 2 + v6 z 2 +
v7 xy + v8 xz + v9 yz +    ;

vtz (P) = w0 + w1 x + w2 y + w3 z + w4 x2 + w5 y 2 + w6 z 2 +
w7 xy + w8 xz + w9 yz +    :

(9)

Essentially, Eq. 9 assumes that the uid velocity components are smoothly varying functions with continuous derivatives. Many researchers have used it in uid
ow modeling and visualization. Perry [17] used it to

model uid ow elds and Ford et.al. [5] used it for
uid ow image visualization.
In the cloud application, we found that second order Taylor series expansion is a good approximation
to the cloud velocity eld. Hence, the locally tracked
3D cloud velocity can be globally constrained by three
second order Taylor series expansions. A global velocity force can be de ned as
Ev
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where

vi;j = i(MPi;j + D) , Pi;j ;

(11)

vti is the velocity eld function de ned by second
order Taylor series expansion for frame i and  =
(1 ; 2 ; 3 )T are positive weights.

3.2 Fluid Dynamic Constraints

Besides the uid velocity eld function, the dynamics of uid ows are further governed by three fundamental laws: the mass conservation law, Newton's second law of motion commonly known as Navier-Stokes
equations in uid mechanics, and the energy conservation law. In this application, since only kinematic
information is available, we can use the mass conservation law to de ne a set of cloud uid dynamic constraints. The law of conservation of mass is that the
net ux of mass entering an in nitesimal control volume is equal to rate of change of the mass of the element. For homogeneous incompressible uid, it is the
divergence-free condition,
x + @vy + @vz = 0:
r  v = @v
@x
@y
@z

(12)

Since the cloud velocity components can be represented by second order Taylor series expansion, the
following constraint can be obtained after the mass
conservation law is applied,

r  v(P) = u1 + 2u4x + u7y + u8 z + v2 + 2v5 y+
v7 x + v9 z + w3 + 2w6 z + w8 x + w9 y
= (u1 + v2 + w3 ) + (2u4 + v7 + w8 )x+

(2v5 + u7 + w9 )y + (2w6 + u8 + v9 )z

= 0:

(13)

Eq. 13 actually provides a global uid dynamic constraint for the 3D cloud motion tracking.

3.3 Integrating Local Cloud Tracking
with Global Fluid Constrains

Having de ned the global uid constraints, the remaining problem is to integrate local cloud tracking
and global uid constraints together. However, all the
coecients in the de ned global constraints (coecients in Eq. 9) are unknown initially. In order to
obtain the coecient values which well describe the
global cloud uid motion, a recursive algorithm is devised in this paper.
First, the initial results for each small area without
global constraints can be obtained by minimizing Eq.
5 locally. While the initial results may have a lot of
noise, they can still be used to t all the thirty coecients in the velocity eld functions (second order
Tayler series expansion) for all the frames. LevenbergMarquardt method is employed and the EOF function
for tting the velocity eld functions in frame i can be
simply de ned as
i
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;

where vi;j is point j 's velocity vector in frame i computed from the initial results. In addition, we want to
include the uid divergence-free condition (Eq. 12)
into the tting procedure, which can be done by
rewriting Eq. 14 as the following,
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Structure and Motion Tracking.

begin
for i := 1 to n Areas step 1 do

minimize Eq. 5 (without global constraints)
to get initial results for small cloud area i;
choose arbitrary initial s of large magnitude;
while ksk is greater than some threshold do
compute v from the current results;
for i := 1 to m Frames step 1 do
minimize Eq. 15 to t vti (P) to v ;
for i := 1 to n Areas step 1 do
minimize Eq. 16 (with global constraints)
to get a new set of results for small
cloud area i;
calculate the di erence s between the current
results and the previous results;
0

0

end

and then uses the information as global constraints
for the next iteration's optimization. A solid theoretical study of the convergence properties of the recursive algorithm is yet to be made, but our experimental
results on GOES cloud image sequences presented in
Section 5 show that the algorithm works very well for
the particular cloud application and the desired convergence is achieved.

4 Postprocessing with IR Information

+

(r  vti (Pi;j ) ;
(15)
where is a positive constant.
Second, after all the coecients in Eq. 9 are tted
for all the frames, the global constraints can be easily incorporated into the local nonrigid motion model
optimization by adding the velocity force to Eq. 5,
EOFlocal2

Algorithm 1: A Recursive Algorithm for Cloud



min di;j 1 ; di;j 2 ; di;j 3 + Ev :
(16)

Clearly, the new de ned local EOF function (Eq. 16)
contains both local and global information. More regularized results can be obtained by performing optimization on each small cloud area again by using Eq.
16. In this paper, the above procedure is performed recursively and the complete recursive algorithm is given
in Algorithm 1.
Intuitively, Algorithm 1 retrieves useful information
under proper constraints from current rough results

In Eq. 12, it is assumed that clouds are homogeneous uid, which means that there is no density variations over the entire clouds. However, this assumption fails in many highly dynamic cloud areas such
as hurricane eyes and hurricane edges. In this paper,
the thermodynamic information from the IR channel
is utilized to postprocess and re ne cloud tracking results in order to track the clouds more accurately for
the cloud areas with density variations.
According to the mass conservation law, if the density variations are taken into account, we have
@
+ v  r + r  v = 0;
@t

(17)

where  is the uid density. Obviously, for homogeneous uid ( is a constant), Eq. 17 can be easily
reduced to Eq. 12. It is clear that the density information is critical in order to incorporate Eq. 17 into the
cloud tracking procedures. However, the cloud density is unknown. In uid mechanics, it was pointed
out that the density of saturated liquid varies considerably with the thermodynamic information for most

procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. Our experimental results show that this procedure is very e ective
and signi cantly reduces the tracking errors in highly
dynamic cloud areas.

Algorithm 2: Postprocessing Cloud Structure and
Motion Tracking Results with IR information.

begin
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a): a sample cloud IR image from the
GOES IR channel; (b): DI=Dt eld.
substances, i.e. the density of uid decreases as its
temperature increases. Based on this observation, we
assume that the cloud density is approximately inversely proportional to the cloud IR information (Note
that IR is proportional to the temperature) in our particular cloud application, i.e.
=

K
;
I

(18)

where K is a constant factor and I denote the cloud
IR value. Although the uid density may also change
according to the pressure, especially in the region of
critical points, we experimentally found that this assumption works very well and yield promising results.
Substitute Eq. 18 into Eq. 17, we have
@I
@t

+ v  rI , I r  v = 0;

(19)

where the rst two terms can be designated by DI=Dt
in the sense that it represents the rate of change in
cloud temperature. Fig. 1 shows a sample cloud IR
image and its DI=Dt eld. Actually, Eq. 19 relaxes
the uid dynamic constraint de ned in Eq. 13 at the
cloud areas with density variations. Intuitively, one
would like to simply replace 13 with Eq. 19 in the
global cloud uid constraints. However, our experimental results show that this step makes very trivial
improvement to the cloud tracking results. The reason
is that since most parts of the clouds have minor density variations, they will overwhelm the cloud areas
with large density variations when tting the global
uid velocity eld functions. In order to deal with
this problem, we postprocess the results from Algorithm 1 according to Eq. 19 within each small area
individually. Since Eq. 19 is not incorporated into the
global uid velocity eld functions, local density variations can be well captured. The whole postprocessing

perform cloud structure and motion tracking by
using Algorithm 1 to get a set of results v;
calculate DI=Dt eld from the IR information and
the results v;
for i := 1 to n Areas step 1 do
minimize Eq. 16 with previous results v as
initial guesses and Eq. 19 as an additional
constraint;

end

5 Experimental Results

Our algorithm has been extensively tested on the
GOES image sequences of hurricane Luis which include 490 frames starting from 09-06-95 at 1023
UTC to 09-06-95 at 2226 UTC, provided by NASAGoddard. Fig. 2 shows some sample input images. In
this paper, in order to illustrate the improvement of
our algorithm over [1], we present the results for the
same cloud image sequence as in [1] (from 1621 UTC
to 1634 UTC). Seven iterations were performed for
this sequence by using the recursive algorithm. Fig. 3
shows the recovered cloud structure for the last frame
(1634 UTC). In order to present the recovered cloud
motion, we visualize the cloud motion in x , y plane
and in z direction separately. In fact, due to the orthographic projection in the cloud images, the recovery of z direction's motion is very important. Fig. 4
shows the recovered cloud motion which is projected
to the x , y plane and Fig. 5 illustrates the recovered z direction's motion (vz ) at every step in order to
show the path taken by our algorithm. Obviously, the
initially recovered z motion has a lot of noise. However, after the global uid constraints were applied,
the recovered z motion were improved and regularized.
Fig. 5 shows that the nal recovered cloud motion
has higher vz in hurricane eye and lower vz in hurricane body, which is a regular phenomena for mature
hurricanes [2]. When examining the recovered cloud
motion closely, it can be noted that the uid analysis enabled our algorithm to recover di erent kinds
of nonrigid motion locally, including cloud surface expansion, contraction and also uid phenomena such

UTC 1322

UTC 1422

UTC 1521

UTC 1622

UTC 1721

UTC 1822

Figure 2: Sample satellite images of hurricane Luis.
Area

Hurricane
Eye
Hurricane
Body
Hurricane
Edge

Mean Error without Mean Error with
Postprocessing
Postprocessing

1.037744

1.018575

0.707002

0.674495

1.199529

0.816795

Table 1: Comparison of the results without and with
the postprocessing step.
as cloud surface merging, splitting, crossing over and
multi-layer motion, which are impossible in the results
without multi-spectral uid constraints. Movie clip
367-1.mpg presents the recovered cloud structure and
motion through animation. This movie includes four
parts. The rst part shows a sample input cloud image sequence and the second part closely looks at the
input images in order to show the presence of uidity
in cloud motion. The third part shows the recovered
dense structure for the entire cloud while the last part
shows some recovered uid motion details.
In order to verify the results, we compared our estimated structure against the automatic stereo disparities3 at the last frame (1634 UTC) because 1634 UTC
is the only frame (from 1622 UTC to 1634 UTC) at
which the disparities are available. In addition, we
did this comparison at every iteration step in order to
further evaluate the convergence and stability of our
algorithm. Fig. 6 illustrates the change of the mean
errors at di erent hurricane areas over several iterations. Note that although the initial mean errors are
very large (about 2.5), they decrease very quickly after the global constraints are applied. Stable mean
errors are achieved at the seventh iteration. Also, the
3 The cloud disparities were provided by NASA-Goddard and

have been validated in practical meteorological and climate applications.

Figure 3: Recovered dense cloud heights at 1634 UTC.
postprocessing step signi cantly reduces the error in
the area of hurricane edge because the hurricane edge
has more density variations. Table 1 shows the mean
errors of the results with and without postprocessing step. As can be seen, postprocessing introduces
very trivial improvement in the area of hurricane eye,
contradicting to our expectations. A possible explanation for this is that since the hurricane eye is the
place where most of the energy conversion occurs [2],
the uid motion within this area is too complex and
dynamic to be tracked by local ane motion model.
More complex motion model will be investigated for
the eye area in the future. Except the hurricane eye,
the errors for our estimated results are very small (0.6
to 0.8).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described an automatic method to estimate both uid structure and motion from multi-

Initial results

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Iteration 5

Iteration 6

Iteration 7

Postproccessed

Figure 4: Recovered cloud motion which is projected
to the x , y plane.
spectrum satellite cloud image sequences. A recursive
algorithm is proposed to integrate local cloud tracking
with a set global uid constraints which is de ned according to the underlying uid dynamics. In addition,
the utilization of IR information enabled us to capture
the cloud density variations. Encouraging results on
GOES satellite hurricane images con rm both the robustness and the e ectiveness of our method. We believe that our methodology can be extended to other
uid data such as oceanography images (e.g. sea, ice),
and angiography images (e.g. blood ow). The future directions include developing complex local motion models for the hurricane eye area, cloud motion
segmentation, and cloud model visualization.
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Appendix A: Ane Motion Model and
Cloud Fluid Dynamics

For incompressible ows for which the variation of
uid viscosity can be considered negligible, the NavierStokes equations describes the ow uid dynamics as
the following,
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Figure 5: Recovered cloud motion in z direction (vz )
at every step.
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+ gz :
(20)
These equations can be easily put into the compact
vector form as


Dv
Dt

= ,r  p + r2  v + g:

(21)

where p is the pressure,  is the uid density,  is the
viscosity of the uid, v is the velocity vector, and g is
the gravity vector.
Considering ane motion model, let the time gap
between two successive frames be the unit time, the
velocity vector can be easily obtained by
v = MP + D , P = (M , I)P + D: (22)
Hence, we have
Dv D(M , I)P DD
=
+
= (M , I)v;
(23)
and

Dt

Dt

Dt

r2  v = r2  ((M , I)P + D) = 0:

(24)
Substituting Eq. 23 and Eq. 24 to Eq. 21, we have
(M , I)v = ,r  p + g:
(25)
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Figure 6: The mean errors of di erent hurricane areas
when comparing our estimated structure against the
disparities from stereo analysis.
For cloud motion, since cloud is far away from the
earth surface, gravity vector g is almost negligible.
Thus, the following equation can be obtained,
r  p = ,(M , I)v:
(26)
Eq. 26 presents the relationship between ane motion model and the local cloud uid dynamics. From
the uid dynamics point of view, the use of ane motion model to simulate local cloud motion is just assuming that the divergence of pressure p in local cloud
area is a linear combination of cloud velocity components.
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